
Ecologically sustainable production and management - a matter of 
course for the employees of the copper tube producer HME Copper 
Germany GmbH, which is constantly being further developed with new 
measures. Conservation of resources, low limits for emissions during  
production as well as ecological harmlessness during the entire service 
life and beyond are sustainable features of HME products.

Joining the „Mendener Energie-Effizienz-Netzwerk“ (Menden Energy  
Efficiency Network) in 2019 was therefore only a logical step for 
HME. The aim of the local network of different companies is 
to define significant savings targets, to learn from each 
other and to use energy more efficiently in order to con-
tribute to the improvement of the climate together.

In some cases, it is quite obvious measures that already 
lead to considerable savings of climate-damaging 
CO2 emissions at HME: The use of situation-depen-
dent LED lighting, the conversion of steam boilers 
to hot water heating and the consistent switching 
off of machines during breaks helps significantly to 
save energy and reduce the impact on the climate.  
„We will continue to work on identifying high energy 
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consumption and developing possible savings measures“, plant manager Alfons Reich confirms. 
Overall, copper is not only convincing as a high-quality and reliable material for use in domestic and industrial applications, 
but there are also numerous aspects to be emphasised from an ecological point of view because  HME copper tubes are 
used above all in areas that stand for climate-friendly applications. Some examples:

  High-alloy copper tubes conduct climate-friendly refrigerants under high pressures into the cooling 
  circuits of supermarkets.

  Highly heat-absorbing copper tubes capture the sun in solar thermal collectors and lead them 
  climate-neutrally into the heat cycle of the households and into district heating networks. 

  HME copper tubes are an important component in household heat pumps to generate 
  climate-friendly heat. 

  Due to the natural antibacterial properties of copper, HME tubes can supply valuable pure 
  drinking water to the taps in the households.

  In hospitals, high-purity copper tubes conduct medical gases to the hospital beds and to the 
  operating rooms.

And even after use, copper remains unbeatable as the „recycling world champion“: It is 100%  
recyclable - and that without any loss of quality in recycling! „When it comes to recycling, 
we are very well positioned as a manufacturer 
of semi-finished copper products“, HME sales  
manager Martin Gerlach explains. „Copper is 
particularly durable, can be recycled infinitely 
and is therefore also a really sustainable material 
from an ecological point of view“.
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